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AWakeBen Elliot, JuniorEnglish
Another sleepless stumble under another starless sky;
Nursed along by the yearning for that cool, gritty grasp.
The coast is calling.
Ankle-deep in damp, sandy chill.
Fleshy fingers of  five-a.m. fog embracing, while 
wintering eyes scream from a wearied westward gaze.
The sea inhales,
and stains the silence with
the sound of  the life majestic!
A reassuring whisper slips quietly closer;
      Hesitates;
                   Exhales.
The taste of  salt hangs in the breeze. 
It sings of  sweet memory,
sighs of  sour truth,
breathes bitter acceptance.
And a buoy teaches more
in half  a minute 
of  honest observation
than a lifetime spent flailing
has taught me thus far.
Monochrome-calm.
Everything hides under this bleak blanket.
Everything is equal.
Balanced.
Clear:
I need you like water in my lungs.
